
Fountains have been around for centuries, with the earliest known fountains dating back to 2000 

BC. The ancient Romans were the first to have upright free-standing fountains with water flowing 

up from underground lead pipes. With modern advances and contemporary designs, today's pond 

fountains are a great addition to any residential or commercial outdoor water space. Whether you 

have a water garden big enough, a pond or lake on your property, are in charge of a massive 

condominium complex, or have an outdoor resort with a lake or large pond; a pond fountain is an 

ideal addition.

Pond fountains are available with as little as 1/2 
horsepower all the way up to and over 7 horsepow-
er.  You can choose a variety of spray heights, widths, 

and shape options to find the perfect match for your 

situation.  

Choosing the
Right Product

Installing a light kit not only allows you to see the 

fountain once the sun goes down, it magnifies the 

beauty of the fountain. You will get a whole new expe-

rience from your pond fountain at night by adding a 

fountain light kit. These kits are easy to install and will 

maximize your enjoyment. It doesn't matter whether 

you’re talking about a light kit for a fountain in a 

residential dwelling or for public installation, there is a 

great selection of accompanying light kits in a wide 

range of prices, take a look now. 

What About
Fountain Light 
Kits?

If you're looking to create a beautiful waterscape that 

is healthy and creates an enjoyable atmosphere you 

want a high-quality fountain. The top brands offer a 

variety of options so that they meet whatever your 

preferences are.

Power House, Kasco, Scott Aerator, and 
Airmax floating pond fountains are the most 
trusted brands on the market. All are great 
options to beautify your waterscape and 
surrounding areas.

Simplified approach to pond management. They 

continue to lead the way in creating innovative 

solutions for pond owners all over the country as a 

result of decades of research and development.

Our Favorite
Floating Pond
Fountains

 (888)-897-7527

service@splashymcfun.com

If you have any more pond fountain related questions 

or want to place an order, don’t hesitate to contact us 

either by calling  or via email or live chat. We’re happy 

to help!

More info at SplashyMcFun.com

Ask us about what each of our floating pond 

fountains provides in terms of spray pattern and 

its height, and what size pump it comes with. 


